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About
You have access to a range of local and networked storage 
options to make sure your storage and archive capabilities 
meet your retention requirements.

This guide has been designed for Quantify System 
Administrators, and covers admin tasks associated with “Call 
Storage”. This guide is part of a set of Quantify Administrator 
Guides from Red Box.

If you’d like to view or distribute information separately, 
each main topic is available as a separate “Quick Question” 
document from the help page at redboxvoice.com

Note that for user information, please refer to the Quantify 
User Guide.
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Previous

How Do I Configure Call 
Storage

Recorded communications are stored in the recorder’s “Callstore”. The Callstore uses the recorder’s hard drive to store the data, 
and this capacity can be enhanced further using Network Attached Storage (NAS). 

The Callstore makes use of the storage capacity available to it, and once this is full the oldest data is deleted and replaced 
with the newest. Depending on what you record (voice, video, text, screen recording), how long you keep your recorded 
communications for, and how much you record, your Callstore capacity can easily allow months or even years of communication 
data to be stored.

You can also make use of an “Archive” capability. Here, communication data can be stored on NAS Storage or Removable Archive 
Media (DVD). Once storage capacity has been defined as “Archive”, data is stored to the Archive until it becomes full. Unlike data 
stored in the Callstore, data in the Archive is not deleted/overwritten — so once full, you simply need new Archive media.

The Callstore, NAS, and Removable Archive storage provide a flexible storage capability. This topic takes you through the 
configuration options.

Data Transfer
Once you add network storage or a removable archive, the local Callstore is used to temporarily store the recorded 
communications data and effectively acts as a buffer for the data. The recorded data is then transferred (copied) from the local 
Callstore to your network storage and/or removable archive. You can configure what communication data to store on each 
storage media, and if you want the transfer to have a specific schedule to manage recorder and network loading.

Local
Callstore

Removable Archive

NAS Callstore 
Extension

NAS Archive
DVD

Recorder
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Setup Aged Call Deletion (Callstore)
As stated above, the Callstore makes use of the storage capacity available to it, and once this is full the oldest data is 
deleted and replaced with the newest. You can also configure the Callstore to automatically delete communications 
once they reach a specified age. This will be dependent on your organisation’s retention policy, and how you want to 
make use of the available storage space.

To configure Callstore “Aged Call Delete” options:

1. Login to Quantify with an administrator account (System Configuration permissions) and go to Configuration > Setup > 
Callstore.

2. In the Call Deletion section, set your Aged Call Deletion options:

• Disable: Once the Callstore is full, delete the oldest data and replace with the newest.

• Enable: Delete communication data once it reaches the specified age (defined in Max Call Age). Note that if the 
Callstore becomes full before the specified age is reached, the Callstore will simply revert to deleting the oldest data 
first.

3. When you’re done, click Update.
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Change Callstore Location
The Callstore location is set during installation and is usually set to C: or D: depending on the drives available to your recorder. 
In general, changing the Callstore location should be avoided as all recorded communications stored in the Callstore will be 
deleted. If you need/have to change the location, we recommend the following:

• Set up a NAS storage (see “Add Network Storage - Callstore Extension”).

• Make sure that all recorded communications are transferred to the NAS (which may take a long time).

• Then change the Callstore location (Configuration > Setup > Callstore > Callstore Location).

• This should be done outside of normal usage hours.

Add Network Storage - Callstore Extension
Add a NAS Callstore Extension to increase the storage capacity for communications data. Once you have a NAS Callstore 
Extension, this is used as the main storage for the defined data type. Once full, the oldest data is deleted, and replaced with 
the newest. Any communications data not configured to be sent to a NAS, is either retained by the local Callstore or sent to the 
appropriate NAS that has been configured to store it.

To add network storage:

1. Login to Quantify with an administrator account (System Configuration and Full Media Control permissions) and go to 
Configuration > Management > Network Storage, and click the Add Network Storage button.

2. In Add New Network Storage set Mode to Callstore Extension, and then complete the rest of the configuration page — 
see “Add Network Storage – Settings” for details. 

3. When you’re done, click Ok to create the NAS Call Extension. If your recorder is unable to communicate with the NAS, the 
new network storage will still be created but it will be created “offline” — click Bring Online once it becomes available.
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Add Network Storage - Archive
Add a NAS Archive to provide a flexible and accessible archiving facility for your recorded communications data. Once you have 
a NAS Archive, this is used as the main storage for the defined data type. Any communications data not configured to be sent 
to a NAS, is either retained by the local Callstore or sent to the appropriate NAS that has been configured to store it. Once a NAS 
Archive is full, no data will be overwritten and the local Callstore will be used, but you will then need to add an additional NAS 
Archive to retain the archive storage facility.

To add a network storage archive:

1. Login to Quantify with an administrator account (System Configuration and Full Media Control permissions) and go to 
Configuration > Management > Network Storage, and click the Add Network Storage button.

2. In Add New Network Storage set Mode to Network Archive, and then complete the rest of the configuration page — see 
“Add Network Storage – Settings” for details. 

3. When you’re done, click Ok to create the NAS Archive. If your recorder is unable to communicate with the NAS, the 
new network storage will still be created but it will be created “offline” — click the Bring Online button once it becomes 
available.
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Add Removable Archive
Add a Removable Archive (DVD) to provide a flexible archiving facility for your recorded communications data. Once you have 
a Removable Archive, this is used to store all recorded communications, and acts as a “copy” of the Callstore. However, unlike 
the Callstore (which will “recycle” space), once a Removable Archive is full no data will be overwritten and the local Callstore will 
simply continue as normal — to retain the archive storage facility, you simply need to change the media.

Note that only specific DVD drives are supported by Red Box, and these must be physically connected to the recorder.

To add a removable archive:

1. Login to Quantify with an administrator account (System Configuration and Full Media Control permissions) and go to 
Configuration > Setup > Archiving. Your DVD drives will be detected automatically — if the drives are not detected, check 
the connection to the recorder.

2. Select the Archiving settings (see “Add Removable Archive – Settings”) and click Update to create the Archive. These 
settings are applied across all connected drives.
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Add Network Storage – Settings
The tables below provide detailed information on each of the sections and fields in the Add Network Storage page — 
Configuration > Management > Network Storage > Add Network Storage.

Connection

Location Network storage address in UNC.

Name A name for this storage — for example, AllCallNAS.

Username 
Password

Account username and password used for the storage device that will be accessed by the recorder. Note that when 
setting up the Network Storage Device it should be set such that its password never expires.

Mode Network Archive: Define this network storage as an Archive. See “Add Network Storage - Archive”.
Callstore Extension:  Define this  network storage as a Callstore Extension. See “Add Network Storage - Callstore Extension”.

Filter The Filter defines what recorded communications will be sent to this network storage:
• Callsafe: This filter is only available if the network storage Mode is set to Network Archive and the Callsafe feature is 

licensed and enabled on your recorder. This filter will only send recorded communications to the network archive 
that have been marked in Search & Replay as Callsafe Locked, and ensures they cannot be deleted, either manually or 
automatically.

• Group: This filter will only send recorded communications associated with the members (channels/devices) of the 
selected group. NAS group filters must be defined using the Filters button – see “Network Storage Filters”.
Note that changes to group membership are not applied retrospectively, and this also applies to the network storage 
— for example, if a member is added to a group, their previously recorded communications will not be “moved” to the 
network storage.

• All Other Calls: This filter will send all recorded communications to this network storage that are not sent to another 
network storage. You can also select one or more groups to exclude from this filter – see “Network Storage Filters”.

You can define and customise your NAS filters a little further using the Filter button from Configuration > Management > 
Network Storage. See “Network Storage Filters” for more details.

Type Primary or Backup. This field is populated automatically. When you create a new network storage, Type will be set to 
Primary. To create a Backup of the network storage, see “Create a Backup Network Storage”. 
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Sizing

Limit size Tick this option to specify the maximum amount of the network storage that the recorder will use. Specify the limit in 
GBytes.

Warning 
threshold

This option is only available if the network storage Mode is set to Network Archive. When the amount of data in the 
network archive reaches the set threshold, an alert will be generated. See “Monitor Storage”.

Maximum call 
age

Tick this option to limit the age of the communication data stored on the NAS to a specified number of months. Recorded 
communications older than this are automatically deleted. Note that:
• This setting only applies to the network storage, and not the local Callstore setting (as described in “Setup Aged Call 

Deletion (Callstore)”). For example, if the local Callstore is set to 1 month and the NAS is set to 6 months, you will retain 
6 months of communication data on your network storage (assuming space is not an issue).

• If the network storage Mode is set to Network Archive and Filter is set to Callsafe, this setting will not be applied (since 
Callsafe data cannot be deleted).

Transfer

Schedule Tick this option to specify a “timeslot” when you want data transferred from the recorder’s local Callstore to the NAS. This 
can help manage recorder and network loading.
Note that if you specify a schedule, make sure you allow enough time for data to be transferred from the Callstore, or you 
risk the Callstore becoming full and new recorded communications not being saved.

Network Storage Filters
To define and customise your NAS filters, go to 
Configuration > Management > Network Storage and 
click the Filters button at the bottom of the page:

• Callsafe: This filter is pre-defined and cannot be 
edited. Callsafe is only available if the Callsafe 
feature is licensed and enabled on your recorder.

• Group: In the Add New Filter panel, select a group 
from the drop-down menu. 

• Choose when to apply the filter to recorded 
communications — from Now (this point 
onward) or from Earliest Call (move applicable 
current recorded communications to the NAS that has this filter applied). 

• Tick Deletion Warning if you wish to receive warnings when recorded communications are deleted before the selected 
number of months — useful for managing your storage capacity. 

• Click Ok to create the NAS group filter.

Note: To avoid conflicts, multiple groups are not supported. That is, if you’ve defined a channel as a member of multiple 
groups, the channel will not match the single group selection in the Network Storage Filter.
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• All Other Calls: This filter is pre-defined, but can be modified. To edit the filter, click the Configure (cogs) icon next to the filter. 

• Choose when to apply the filter to recorded communications — from Now (this point onward) or from Earliest Call (move 
applicable current recorded communications to the NAS that has this filter applied).

• Select if you wish to receive warnings when recorded communications are deleted before the selected number of months 
— useful for managing your storage capacity. 

• You can also apply one or more exclusion filters (that is, exclude the selected groups from All Other Calls) — click the Add 
New Exclusion Filter button to add an exclusion filter.

• Edit/Delete: To edit a filter, click the Configure (cogs) icon next to the filter. Similarly, to delete the filter, click the Delete (trash 
can) icon next to the filter.
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Add Removable Archive – Settings
The tables below provide detailed information on each of the fields in the Archiving page when setting up a removable archive 
— Configuration > Setup > Archiving.

Configure Archiving (Removable Archive)

Archive Mode • None: No archiving. This mode is primarily used during installation or maintenance to temporarily suspend archiving.
• Drive 1 only: This defines Drive 1 as the archive and is the default mode for single drive systems. For dual drive systems 

this mode defines Drive 1 as the archive, making Drive 2 available for replay only.
• Drive 2 only: For dual drive systems this defines Drive 2 as the archive, making Drive 1 available for replay only.
• Autocycle: Currently an unused mode. Do not select.
• Sequential: For dual drive systems only. In this mode, archiving takes place to each drive in turn. When the media in 

one drive becomes full, the other drive takes over archiving. You can then replace the full media at a convenient time, 
loading new media and putting the drive into standby ready to be used when the ‘active’ media becomes full. The 
drive that’s not being archived to can also be used for replay purposes.

• Parallel: For dual drive systems only. In this mode, communication data is archived to both drives at the same time, 
providing a duplicate copy of the archive.

Optimization 
Mode

Optimization Mode is similar to the Transfer Schedule option for network storage and is used to define when data is 
transferred from the local Callstore to the archive media:
• Maximum Performance: This is the standard mode. Communication data is written to the drive at a “convenient time” 

to optimize drive performance.
• Maximum Resilience: Communication data is written to the drive as soon as possible after being recorded. This can 

mean that even lightly loaded recorders can cause the DVD drive to be operating continuously.
• Buffering: Communication data is only written to the drive when there is enough data to fill the media. Note that if 

your removable archive is larger than your Callstore, the data will never be written to the archive - therefore always 
make sure your Callstore is larger than your archive media. 

Nearly Full 
Watermark 
Percentage

When the amount of data stored on the media reaches the set threshold, an alert will be generated. See “Monitor Storage”.
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Configure Archiving (Removable Archive)

Media 
Security

Media Security is similar to the Maximum Call Age option for network storage and is used to define what communication 
data can be overwritten (if any):
Always Ask: Once the media is full, ask before overwriting any data.
User Defined - 1 to 14 months: Once the media is full, overwrite any communication data older than the specified number 
of months (oldest first). Note that unlike network storage, older data will not be actively deleted, just overwritten if 
required.
Never Overwrite: Never overwrite recorded communications stored on this archive media.

Automatically 
Eject?

Tick this option to automatically eject the media when you use Unload Media - see “Maintain & Control Storage”.
Note that in cases where the media drive is behind a panel (i.e. in a rack mount) automatically ejecting the media may 
cause the drive door to hit the panel, causing it to reload. 

Import Network Storage
If you have multiple recorders, you can import network storage from another recorder as a Read Only archive.

To import network storage:

1. Login to Quantify with an administrator account (System Configuration and Full Media Control permissions) and go to 
Configuration > Management > Network Storage. 

2. Click the Import Network Storage button and enter the recorder details in the Import Network Storage dialog (see below). 
Click Import to import the individual NAS.

3. Once the NAS is imported, you can set its replay mode — go to Configuration > Management > Network Storage, click 
the Configure (cogs) button for the NAS, and select the Mode:

• Replay Only: Replay communications, but do not update with new saved data.

• Replay Update: Replay communications, and update with new data.

4. And don’t forget, in order to replay any communications from the imported storage, you will need to provide appropriate 
replay permissions, including any applicable security filters and groups.

Import Network Storage

Recorder ID Unique recorder ID of the Red Box Recorder that you want to import NAS 
from. To view the recorder ID, login to that recorder using Quantify, and go 
to Configuration > Status > Recorder Status.

Name Name of the network storage to import.

Location Network storage address in UNC.

Username 
Password

Account username and password used for the storage device. Note that 
when setting up the Network Storage Device it should be set such that its 
password never expires.
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Create a Backup Network Storage
When you add a network storage (either a Callstore Extension or Network Archive) the Type is automatically set to Primary. You 
can create a backup version of the network storage so that you have a backup copy of all recorded communications stored on 
that NAS.

To create a backup network storage:

1. Login to Quantify with an administrator account (System Configuration and Full Media Control permissions) and go to 
Configuration > Management > Network Storage and click the Configure (cogs) button for a Primary NAS.

2. Click the Create Backup button to create a copy of the network storage. Note that for a Network Archive with Filter set to 
Callsafe, the Create Backup option will not be available.

3. You can now set some of the NAS options as detailed below (see “Add Network Storage – Settings” if you need a reminder 
of what the setting mean):

• Type is automatically set to Backup (as illustrated in the screenshot below).

• Mode will be set to Network Archive – do not change the mode.

• All Sizing options must be set to match the primary NAS.

• Set the Transfer schedule as needed. A backup NAS is “usually” configured so that data is transferred out of normal 
usage hours.

4. When you’re done, click Ok to create the backup network storage.
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Monitor Storage
Monitor your network storage to help prevent storage issues:

• Network Storage Status: You can easily monitor the storage space of each primary Callstore Extension or Network 
Archive — go to Configuration > Status > Network Storage, and review the Size and storage status bar.

• Events, Alerts & Alarms: Network storage events, alerts and alarms (for example, connection problems, storage 
alerts, etc.) are reported via the Events log (go to Configuration > Events) and Quantify main menu Alarms.

• Quantify Insight: By far the easiest way to monitor all of your storage is to use Quantify Insight (provided as part 
of Quantify Version 4A SP1 and later). Quantify Insight monitors a comprehensive set of critical system information, 
including storage, and provides clear and concise status indicators, alarms, warnings, and recommendations — you 
can even get alarms and other information emailed to you.
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Maintain & Control Storage
Several features are available for storage maintenance and control:

• NAS – Take Offline / Bring Online: At some point, you’ll probably need to take your NAS storage offline for maintenance. To 
do that, go to Configuration > Management > Network Storage, click the Configure (cogs) button for the NAS, and then click 
the Take Offline button. To bring the storage back online, click the Bring Online button. We recommend NAS maintenance is 
performed out of normal usage hours.

• Removable Archive Control: For removable archives, you can Load Replay Media, Recover Archive Media, Copy Media, 
Overwrite Media, Unload Media, and Open Drive Tray using the control buttons in Configuration > Management > Archiving. 
Other than simply replacing full media, we recommend archive maintenance is performed out of normal usage hours.

• Media List: To check which media covered a specific month, go to Configuration > Status > Media List and select the month 
and year. You can then review the Media ID and the first and last calls stored on the media. 
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WORM Considerations
Your Red Box recorder supports use of a WORM (Write Once Read Many) NAS device as a NAS Archive. If you plan to make use of 
a WORM NAS Archive, please note the following:

• Add a WORM NAS Archive using the Quantify Configuration app as described in this document. The only difference is that the 
Maximum Call Age option should remain “unticked” or set greater/later than the WORM retention set on the WORM device, as 
stored data cannot be modified or deleted.

• Once the WORM NAS Archive has been added, you need to modify the NAS.ini file on the recorder server to configure 
the FileMode for the NAS. Edit the NAS.ini file in the C:\LTR folder and add a “FileMode=1” line to the appropriate NAS 
configuration section. You will need to restart the recorder for the changes to take effect.

• Configuring the FileMode will prevent any recorder action that would require stored data to be deleted or modified on the 
WORM NAS Archive. This includes:

• Call Delete and Maximum Call Age features.

• Call Annotation via Search & Replay.

• Quantify QM data such as Evaluation Date and Evaluation Score.

• CallSafe tagging.

Note that data stored on the CallStore and other NAS devices is not affected by these restrictions.

• Quantify 5A and above supports NAS compression with WORM NAS devices, for specific device types – please see 
“How Do I Configure NAS Compression” for details.
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Troubleshooting
Unsurprisingly, call storage is very resilient and requires little attention. Most issues simply result from a lack of storage space. 
The following are a few common troubleshooting issues.

Storage Capacity Alerts

If you see an alarm, alert, or warning related to storage capacity (see “Monitor Storage”), in general you simply need to increase 
your storage capacity, but here’s some additional information to consider:

• If you don’t have a NAS or Removable Archive facility, the recorder is relying purely on the Callstore (local hard disk) to store 
all recorded communications. Here you can either:

• Add a NAS (see “Add Network Storage - Callstore Extension” or “Add Network Storage - Archive”), or add a Removable 
Archive (see “Add Removable Archive”).

• Enable Aged Call Deletion for the Callstore (see “Setup Aged Call Deletion (Callstore)”). If you don’t already have this 
feature enabled (automatically delete communications once they reach a specified age) this may create additional space 
in the Callstore depending on your recording and storage needs.

• If you have a NAS, you can:

• Increase the size of a current NAS — Configuration > Management > Network Storage, click the Configure (cogs) button 
for the NAS, and then untick Limit Size or increase the value (if possible). Note that the size is only increased once the NAS 
actually becomes full. If Limit Size is already unticked, then the size can’t be increased.

• Decrease the maximum call age. If you already exceed your business call retention policy this may be an option. Go 
to Configuration > Management > Network Storage, click the Configure (cogs) button for the NAS, and then set the 
Maximum Call Age.

• Add another NAS. This is usually the simplest and most flexible option. To add a NAS see “Add Network Storage - Callstore 
Extension” or “Add Network Storage - Archive”.

• For a Removable Archive, this alert would indicate that the media is full or almost full. To resolve, simply change the media — 
see “Maintain & Control Storage”. 

If the media change is becoming too frequent, consider adding a NAS archive (see “Add Network Storage - Archive”) or 
for dual drive systems with Archive Mode set to Parallel, consider changing the mode to Sequential  (see “Add Removable 
Archive – Settings”). 
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Feature Not Licensed 

If you see a “Feature Not Licensed” message when you add a NAS (Configuration > Management > Network Storage > Add 
Network Storage) this indicates that there is currently no Network Storage License active.

Similarly, if you see a “Feature Not Licensed” message when you add a removable archive (Configuration > Management > 
Archiving) this indicates that there is either no Archiving License active, or that the limit for the licensed number of archiving 
devices has been reached.

To check your current licensing, go to Configuration > Setup > Licensing. If you have a Network Storage License or Archiving 
License, enter the code in the New License Code field and click Update (you will need to restart the recorder to apply the license). 
If you need to purchase a new license or need to be advised of an existing license code, please contact your dealer or Red Box.

NAS Communication Alerts

If the recorder can’t connect to the NAS:

• Check the physical network connections.

• Check that the UNC location remains valid. To check/update the location in the recorder, go to Configuration > Management 
> Network Storage and click the Configure (cogs) button for the NAS.

• Check that the username and password remain valid.  To check/update the username and password in the recorder, go to 
Configuration > Management > Network Storage and click the Configure (cogs) button for the NAS.

If the NAS status is shown as “Offline” (Configuration > Management > Network Storage) and the above elements are all 
correct:

• Click the Configure (cogs) button for the NAS and then click the Bring Online button.

https://www.redboxvoice.com
mailto:info%40redboxvoice.com?subject=
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How Do I Configure NAS 
Compression

NAS Compression is an optional, licensed component of your Red Box system and provides an audio compression capability 
in order to increase your NAS storage capacity. This topic is targeted at System Administrators and describes how NAS 
Compression works and how to configure the service.

Overview
NAS Compression from Red Box is used to compress call audio that has been captured in non-compressed G.711 audio format. 
This allows you to store up to five times more audio on a NAS device.

The NAS Compression application runs on it’s own server and can access multiple NAS devices from multiple recorders. Since 
audio compression is a processor intensive process, the following limits apply:

• For most recording systems, a single NAS Compression application can be configured for up to three concurrent NAS 
locations. To handle more than three locations, you can have multiple NAS Compression applications running on different 
servers.

• For recording systems that capture a relatively small number of calls, a single NAS Compression application can be 
configured for up to ten concurrent NAS locations.

A fail-safe compression process is used so that if a server or network failure occurs (or another issue), no data is lost: 

• File A is read, the data is compressed, and written back as File B.

• File A is renamed as File C.

• File B is renamed as File A.

• Finally, File C is deleted.

Similarly there is little or no impact on search and replay requests.

NAS Archive
NAS Compression

Server

ARead File A
Compress Data
Write as File B B

C

B    A



A    C

Rename File A 
as File C

Rename File B 
as File A

Delete File C

NAS Compression
Server

NAS Archive

Red Box Recorder

LAN/WAN

Configuration Process
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NAS Compression Configuration
Say that ten times fast :-). 

As part of the installation performed by your Red Box Engineer or Reseller Engineer, your NAS Compression system and settings 
would have already been configured, and it’s unlikely you’ll need to modify these. Of course, things change — recorder and NAS 
capacity changes, network changes, account ownership, and more.

To configure NAS Compression:

1. On your NAS Compression server, right click the NAS Compression icon in the Windows System Tray and  
select NAS Compression Status. If you don’t see the icon, locate and run the NasCompressionConfig.exe file 
and then right click the icon in the Windows System Tray.

2. All previously added NAS locations are shown in the NAS list:

• The Mode column indicates which NAS locations are currently Enabled or Disabled for NAS Compression.

• The Status column indicates the current compression state (for enabled locations).

3. To add a NAS location:

• Click Add, enter the recorder details, and click Connect. For recorder account details, you must use a system 
administrator account – we also recommend that you use a dedicated account with a static password.

• All NAS devices “owned” by the recorder are now listed in the Compressible NAS panel. To add a NAS for compression, 
first enter the Username and Password for the NAS device, then click the list number (on the left) to highlight the 
entire row, and finally click the Add button.

• The new NAS device is now shown in the NAS list with Mode set to Disabled. 

4. To enable, disable or update a NAS location:

• Highlight the NAS device in the NAS list – click the list number (on the left) to highlight the entire row.

• Click the Enable or Disable button to enable/disable the NAS device for compression.

• Click the Configure button to modify the device details (e.g. recorder login). Note that the NAS device must be 
Disabled before any changes can be made.

5. When you’re done, simply close the NAS Compression Status window.

Note that the illustrative screens below show the NAS Compression Service as “Stopped”.  Once a NAS is Enabled, click Start 
to start the service. See “Compression Status” for more details on status information.
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Configure NAS Compression

WORM Considerations
Your Red Box recorder supports use of a WORM (Write Once Read Many) NAS device as a NAS Archive. Quantify 5A 
and above supports NAS compression with WORM NAS devices (restrictions listed below). If you plan to make use of a 
WORM NAS Archive with NAS compression, please note the following:

• The feature works by disabling the Read-Only flag for media files on the WORM NAS device, until after the NAS Compression 
process is complete.

• To allow WORM NAS devices to be used with NAS compression, edit the C:\LTR\NAS.ini file on the recorder server and add/
edit the following – you’ll need to restart the recorder for the changes to take effect.

[Settings] 
DisableReadOnlyFrameFilesForNASCompression=1

Note that this is a global setting and will be applied to all NAS devices currently being written to by that recorder, whether 
they’re being compressed or not. However, the setting is not applied retrospectively to any existing files on a NAS.

• If the WORM NAS device does not allow the Read-Only flag to be toggled, or toggling is based on a timer or timeout, then 
that device type is not supported for NAS Compression. For clarification, refer to your device specification.

• For “general” WORM considerations, see “How Do I Configure Call Storage”. 
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Compression Status
Since NAS Compression runs on a separate server to your recorder, most status information is only available on the NAS 
Compression server. Although the service is robust, we recommend that you check the status information periodically to make 
sure there are no issues. You can also add “Compression Status” to your regular system health checks — refer to the “Health 
Checks” Quick Question topic for details.

To check the compression status, open the NAS Compression Status windows on your NAS Compression server  — right click the 
NAS Compression icon in the Windows System Tray and select NAS Compression Status. Now check the following:

Status Description

Compression 
Service 
Status

Stopped: Service is not running. Click the Start 
button to start.
Started: Service is running. Click the Stop button to 
stop.
Other than during installation and maintenance, 
you shouldn’t need to start or stop the NAS 
Compression service manually.

NAS Status Current compression state. Note that Disabled NAS 
devices will always indicate Inactive.
Inactive: Compression is not running.
OK: Compression is active and working.
Errors: Relevant errors such as No NAS Connection.

NAS Mode Enabled: NAS device is enabled for compression.
Disabled: NAS device is disabled for compression.

Completed Percentage of NAS data compressed so far. NAS 
Compression will process approximately 200MB of 
data per minute, so initially this figure could take 
some time to reach 100% depending on how much 
data is currently stored on the NAS.

Files Left Number of files still to be compressed.

Last Call Start time of the most recent call to be compressed.

NAS Compression Licensing
As stated, NAS Compression is an optional, licensed component of your Red Box system. All licensing is handled within the 
recorder and therefore any recorder that you “connect to”, to add a NAS location, must have a NAS Compression license. This is 
rechecked every time the NAS Compression Service is started/restarted.

To check your recorder licenses, login to your recorder (using Quantify) with an administrator account, and go to Configuration 
> Setup > Licensing. Check the Recorder Licenses panel and make sure NAS Compression is showing as “Yes” (licensed). If not, 
please contact Red Box or your supplier for license upgrades.
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Troubleshooting
Unsurprisingly, NAS Compression is very resilient and requires little attention. Most issues result from network or account 
changes. The following are a few common troubleshooting issues.

Issue: NAS Status reports “Recorder login failed.“ or “Invalid NAS account details.”.

Usually indicates that the recorder login or NAS account credentials have changed.
Solution: 1. In the NAS Compression Status window on your NAS server, highlight the NAS device showing the error – 

click the list number (on the left) to highlight the entire row.

2. Click Disable to disable compression and then highlight the NAS again and click Configure to make your 
changes.

3. When you’re done, highlight the NAS again in the NAS list and click Enable to re-enable NAS compression.

Issue: NAS Status reports “No NAS Connection”.

Usually indicates that the NAS UNC path has changed. This will also 
generate errors on your recorder.

Solution: 1. Login to your recorder (using Quantify) with an administrator 
account, and go to Configuration > Management > Network Storage. 

2. Click the Configure (cogs) icon for the NAS, and make your changes 
as needed. You may need to bring the NAS back online — click the 
Bring Online button. 

3. If needed, re-enable NAS compression for the device — highlight the 
NAS in the NAS Compression Status window on your NAS server and 
click Enable.

Issue: Compression/NAS capacity issues:

• Completed status consistently showing well below 100% and File Left 
status consistently showing well above zero.

• Can’t enable any more NAS locations for compression.
Solution: • For most recording systems, a single NAS Compression application 

can be configured for up to three concurrent NAS locations. To 
handle more than three locations, you can have multiple NAS 
Compression applications running on different servers.

https://www.redboxvoice.com
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How Do I Configure a 
Retention Period

Most organisations will have a retention policy, defined by internal processes and/or regulatory requirements, that has a direct 
impact on how long recorded communications and associated data should be retained for. Whether you’re setting this up from 
the start, or you need to change your retention period, this Quick Question topic will take you through the various options, 
considerations, and configuration.

Note that if you don’t have any knowledge of Red Box Call Storage options (such as the difference between a NAS Callstore 
Extension and a NAS Archive), we recommend you take a look at the “How Do I Configure Call Storage” topic first.

Features, Options, and Considerations
Before we get into the actual configuration processes, here’s a quick look at the various features, options, and considerations 
when looking at retention periods.

Minimum & Maximum Requirements

In general, a retention period will need to consider:

• Maximum Age: I need to delete this data after x months.

And/Or

• Minimum Age: I need to retain this data for at least x months.

These are managed slightly differently using your Red Box Recording system:

• For Maximum Age, you can use the Aged Call Delete/Maximum Call Age feature, used to automatically delete records after 
the set time. See “Aged Call Delete & Maximum Call Age” below.

• For Minimum Age, you need to ensure your call storage facility meets your requirements. You can then monitor your storage 
using Quantify Insight, to make sure it continues to meet your needs – see “Minimum & Maximum Requirements”.
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Aged Call Delete & Maximum Call Age

A key feature in defining a retention period for your Red Box recording system is Aged Call Delete/Maximum Call Age. Once 
enabled, any recording that becomes older than the set time limit will be automatically deleted. This feature can be applied to 
the local Callstore and to any type of NAS. There are a few “limitations”:

• The Callstore time limit can be set to 999 days maximum. This equates to approximately 32 months which may not be 
sufficient for your needs. In this case, you may wish to consider adding a NAS facility.

• This feature obviously only applies to physical devices that the recorder has access to. If a Callstore hard-drive or NAS device 
is removed from the system, data can’t be removed.

• If you use a WORM NAS device, you will need to configure the “maximum call age” via the WORM retention set on the device.

• As designed, any recordings locked using CallSafe won’t be deleted.

• As with Minimum Call Age, you’ll also need to monitor your systems to ensure your Maximum Call Age continues to meet 
your needs – see “Monitoring Storage” below.

Note that Red Box also offers optional Call Delete and Bulk Delete features which can be used to delete specific recordings. 
These features offer a more targeted delete facility rather than purely based on time. See the Call Delete Quick Question topic or 
Bulk Delete Technical Note for details, or speak to your Red Box representative for information.

Monitoring Storage

Storage can be easily monitored using a combination of the Quantify Configuration app, and Quantify Insight. 

• Events, Alerts & Alarms: Network storage events, alerts and alarms (for example, storage limit alerts) are reported via the 
Events log (go to Configuration > Events), and via the Quantify main menu Alarms.

• Quantify Insight: By far the easiest way to monitor all of your storage is to use Quantify Insight (available from Quantify 
Version 4A SP1). Quantify Insight monitors a comprehensive set of critical system information, including storage, and 
provides clear and concise status indicators, alarms, warnings, and recommendations — you can even get alarms and other 
information emailed to you. See “Features, Options, and Considerations” for details.

Changes to Retention Periods

In general, most retention periods are defined and configured during installation. Of course, things change, especially in the 
regulatory world. So here are a couple of things you should consider when changing retention period:

• If you set a retention period shorter than your current one, you will reset your Aged Call Delete/Maximum Call Age settings 
and recordings will be deleted from your system. Obviously, take care to define and enter the correct setting, but you may 
also wish to perform a review to ensure older recordings are not being deleted that are required for legal or regulatory 
purposes. You can safeguard (lock) these recordings using the optional CallSafe feature to prevent them being deleted.

• If you set a retention period longer than your current one this means you’ll obviously store more data. We recommend you 
review your storage needs and configure additional NAS devices as needed (this may also require additional licensing). If 
necessary, contact your Red Box representative to discuss your new storage requirements.
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Configuration

To configure Callstore “Aged Call Delete” options:

1. Login to Quantify with an administrator account (System Configuration permissions) and go to Configuration > 
Setup > Callstore.  

2. In the Call Deletion section, set your Aged Call Deletion options:

• Disable: Once the Callstore is full, delete the oldest data and replace with the newest.

• Enable: Delete communication data once it reaches the specified age (defined in Max Call Age). Note that if 
the Callstore becomes full before the specified age is reached, the Callstore will simply revert to deleting the 
oldest data first.

3. When you’re done, click Update.

To configure NAS “Maximum Call Age” options:

1. Login to Quantify with an administrator account (System Configuration and Full Media Control permissions) and 
go to Configuration > Management > Network Storage, 

2. Click the Add Network Storage button to create a new NAS, or click the Configure (cogs) icon to edit an existing 
NAS. 

3. In the Sizing panel set the following:

• Warning threshold: This option is only available if the network storage Mode is set to Network Archive. When 
the amount of data in the network archive reaches the set threshold, an alert will be generated.

• Maximum call age: Tick this option to limit the age of the communication data stored on the NAS to a specified 
number of months and days. Recorded communications older than this are automatically deleted. Note that if 
the network storage Mode is set to Network Archive and Filter is set to Callsafe, this setting will not be applied 
(since Callsafe data cannot be deleted).

4. When you’re done, click Ok to apply your changes.

Note that you can also set a Deletion Warning in Network Storage Filters to receive warnings when recorded 
communications are deleted before the selected number of months. Go to Management > Network Storage > Filters
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Quantify Insight > Storage
This Quantify Insight category is used to review your call storage utilisation.

NAS Oldest Call

• Monitor and manage call storage and retention 
policy (NAS capacity – oldest call stored) — go to 
Insight > Storage > NAS Oldest Call

• Alarm thresholds are based on Network Storage Filter 
- Deletion Warning setting (Min Call Age) and NAS 
Maximum Call Age setting (Max Call Age).

• Alarms may mean you are at risk of not meeting your 
retention policy.

• For a new NAS, notifications are not generated until:

• Age of the 1st call stored in the NAS is greater 
than or equal to the Minimum Call Age. 

• Unless calls are deleted before this happens.

Callstore

• Monitor and manage the Callstore — go to Insight > 
Storage > Callstore

• Graph shows Callstore capacity – days until full. 

• Thresholds set to 30 days (Warning), 10 days (Alarm).

• “Days until full” is based on historic recorded data 
throughput.

• For systems with just a Callstore (local hard drive), this 
sub-category is useful for indicating capacity in the 
early stages of system deployment.

• This sub-category is most useful when storage is 
increased with NAS or Removable Archive (RA). Here, 
for any recorded communications transferred to NAS 
or RA the space on the Callstore is then effectively 
regarded as “available”. Breached thresholds would then indicate an issue with NAS or Removable Archive operation, or an 
insufficient NAS transfer schedule (set via NAS configuration).

• Note that the HDD Degradation Recorder Alarm can also be used to monitor the Callstore physical hard disk. 
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Network Storage

• Monitor and manage network storage — go to Insight 
> Storage > Network Storage

• Graph shows backlog waiting transfer (from local 
Callstore to NAS) and indicator bar shows capacity 
used (percentage).

• Can highlight issues with NAS data transfer (network 
issue, changed username or password, insufficient 
transfer schedules, etc).

• Data is aggregated across all available NAS.

• Thresholds set to 70% Warning, 90% Alarm.

• Callstore thresholds may also be breached if left 
unattended.
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Health Checks
The Quantify Insight and Quantify Configuration apps can be used in combination to monitor resources, performance, and 
system activity. A comprehensive health check process has been designed to help you stay informed, and swiftly locate and 
resolve potential issues. The process is fully documented in our Health Checks Quick Question topic, however, Red Box can also 
provide this service as part of our Managed Service offering.

Assets

Server and 
telephony network 
connections.

Devices

Devices present & 
enabled/disabled
for recording.

Recording

Communications
being recorded & 
audio present.

Storage

Recorded comms
being stored & 
archived.

Alarms &
Warnings

Check, investigate 
& clear.
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How Do I Manage 
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This topic is aimed at System Administrators and provides general management and administration details for database and 
media encryption, provided in Quantify 5A and above.

Overview
Your Red Box recorder supports full AES 256 bit encryption – encrypted at rest. The recorder database and all recorded media 
can be encrypted. 

As you would expect, encryption doesn’t need any administrator attention as such, but there are a few options and 
considerations that you should be aware of.

Options & Considerations

Architecture

The block diagram below illustrates a “typical” system to show the use of encryption, secure connections, and points where 
data is encrypted or unencrypted. We can’t cover every specific system in this topic, but the general connections and data 
flow should apply. Also, although the block diagram shows secure connections between the recorder and various system 
components, these need to be set up and configured for your system (that is, secure connections are optional).
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Core Options

Encryption covers two main sets of data – the recorder database, and the recorded media. You have the following options:

Unencrypted: Here, encryption would not be licensed on the recorder (fully disabled) so the database and recorded media 
would remain unencrypted.

Database Only: Encryption is licensed on the recorder (full database will be encrypted), but media encryption is disabled 
(recorded media remains unencrypted). This may be useful in some circumstances for performance purposes (see “Recorder 
Performance”). 

Database & Media: Encryption is licensed on the recorder (full database will be encrypted), and media encryption is enabled 
(future recorded media will be encrypted – historical media will remain as is). 

Note that once encryption is licensed on the recorder, it’s impossible to revoke the license (disable database encryption). Also, 
Media Encryption can be enabled and disabled, as needed, at any time – see “Configure Encryption”.

Upgrades

If your recorder is being “upgraded” and encryption is licensed (previously not licensed), please note that once upgraded it’s 
impossible to downgrade your software or revoke the license (disable database encryption).

Once upgraded and licensed, your entire database on the recorder will be encrypted. For recorded media data, this is only 
encrypted from the point that media encryption is enabled – any historical data, stored locally or on a NAS, will remain as is.

Licenses

Encryption is licensed on the recorder using an Encryption license in the Recorder group. Once licensed, the recorder requires 
a restart in order to enable the feature and encrypt the database. If this is being enabled as part of a recorder upgrade which 
contains historical data, the restart may take some time so we recommend this is performed outside of normal operating hours.

Encryption Keys

During install, an Encryption Key will be generated using a “customer supplied” passphrase (one per server – recorder server or 
Media Server). We recommend that you keep a secure backup of all passphrases and associated Encryption Keys. Please note – 
YOU MUST RETAIN all Encryption Keys and passphrases or your data will become inaccessible if you have a recorder hardware 
crash or similar serious failure. Retaining these means that an engineer can ensure archived data will remain accessible in the 
future. Red Box are not responsible for passphrases, keys, or any loss of data.
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For Primary/Secondary recorder pairs, both recorders must have encryption configured in the same way – both Unencrypted, 
both Database Only, or both Database & Media.

For Multi Standalone recorder systems, we recommend all recorders have encryption configured in the same way.

Media Servers must have encryption licensed and configured if one or more recorders are using encryption. Also, the Encryption 
Key for each recorder must be imported to the Media Server – this will usually be performed at install but Encryption Keys can 
be imported at any time as detailed in “Configure Encryption”.

Recorder Performance

As mentioned, Media Encryption can have an impact on recorder performance, depending on system loading and data 
throughput. It’s difficult to provide an exact performance impact figure as it’s dependent on so many factors, but performance 
can be up to 30% lower with Media Encryption enabled. If this is an issue (for example, an unacceptable channel count 
reduction), we recommend that a higher specification server is used for the recorder – or you can disable Media Encryption if 
needed (can be disabled at any time – see “Configure Encryption”). If you need more information, please discuss this further with 
your Red Box installation engineer or approved consultant.

Storage

If you want to import a NAS from an unencrypted recorder into an encrypted recorder, there are no special considerations. 

If you want to import a NAS from an encrypted recorder, the importing recorder must have encryption enabled and will also 
require the Encryption Key from the other recorder – this will usually be performed at install but Encryption Keys can be 
imported at any time as detailed in “Configure Encryption”. 

Note that NAS Compression and Archiving to DVD do not support encryption.

Exported Metadata and/or Call Audio

Any recording that you export using Quantify (single export or bulk export) is exported as unencrypted, accessible format, data 
files (WAV, TXT, CSV, XML). Once exported, the data should be regarded as “uncontrolled” so you’ll likely want to implement 
additional data protection measures for these files. 

Data can also be exported using the Red Box Call Brokers, including export for Transcription. Once exported, the data is 
unencrypted and remains that way (although data can still be transferred using secure connections). Any Transcription data re-
imported back onto the recorder for use within Quantify (Transcription Search), will be “re-encrypted”.
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Configure Encryption
In general, it’s unlikely that you’ll need to use the encryption configuration page, but there are a few options you should be 
aware of. To access the configuration page, login to Quantify using a System Administrator account and go to Configuration > 
Setup > Encryption.

• Enable/Disable Media Encryption

After install/upgrade, you may need to enable or disable Media Encryption (change state) for some reason. This may be due 
to performance needs or for data access requirements. 

To enable/disable Media Encryption, simply tick or untick the Encrypt Media option and click Apply to apply the change (no 
restart is required). For recorded media data, the change is only applied to new data recorded after the change was made. 

Whether you login to a recorder or a Media Server to apply this change, the change is only applied to the individual server. 
Please keep in mind all of the various considerations we’ve already covered to ensure continuing data access.

• Export/Import Key

As stated previously, you may need to share Encryption Keys between recorders and Media Servers to allow access to data 
(media or database) encrypted by different servers in your Red Box system. This would have been done for you at install/
upgrade, but you may want to make changes to your system in the future – for example, you may want to import a NAS from 
a different recorder, or add a recorder to a Media Server group.

To export a key, enter and confirm your Encryption Key Passphrase, and click Export.

To import a key, scroll to the bottom of the config page and enter the details – Browse and select the key file you want 
to import, enter a Friendly Name to help identify the specific server, and finally, enter the appropriate Encryption Key 
Passphrase used to generate the Encryption Key you want to import. Click Import to import the key.
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Annotations can be used to add customised metadata to recorded communications. These fields are added to the database and 
are fully searchable in Search & Replay and other Quantify applications.

Add Fields
Annotation fields are created in the local Callstore configuration page. This is normally performed at install, but you can add 
annotation fields at any time – it will require a recorder restart in order to perform a database rebuild. 

To add annotation fields:

1. Login to Quantify with an administrator account and go to Configuration > Setup > Callstore. 

2. In the Annotation Database Fields panel, enter the details for the annotation field:

• Field Name: A “useful” name for the field. This field name will appear in Search & Replay and other applications, i.e. it’s 
not hidden.

• Field Size: Maximum number of characters (2 to 260). Annotation fields support the full range of ASCII characters.

• Allow Manual Annotation: If selected, the field can be edited either before call storage (Agent Call Annotation – 
WorkStation Client) or after storage (Search & Replay – Call Annotation). If this field is being used by an automated 
process, such as a telephony integration to add extra details, then leave this option unticked.

As you add a fields in the panel, the Remove option is available for each field you add. Once you click Update, annotation 
fields can no longer be removed.

3. Once you’ve added all the fields you need, click Update. You’ll then need to restart the recorder to perform a database 
rebuild – go to Configuration > Maintenance > Recorder > Restart > Stop Recorder.
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Additional Options & Considerations
• For Quantify 5A and above you can add up to eighty nine annotation fields to your system. For Quantify 4C and below you 

can add up to thirty annotation fields to your system.

• The Reference Field option is only available for one annotation field. Once “used”, the option is greyed out. The annotation 
reference field is indexed in the database to help provide faster search results – it’s your choice of what field is likely to be 
best for this, probably a field that will be searched often in your organisation. 

• Once an annotation field has been added, although you can’t remove it, you can edit the field (change the size). Just click Edit 
for a field in the Annotation Database Fields panel and enter the new size – you can increase the number of characters, but 
you can’t decrease the number.

• Although a recorder restart is needed in order to perform a database rebuild (after adding/editing annotation fields), 
Quantify 4B and above has enhanced database rebuild times. See “How Do I Manage Database Rebuilds“ for details.

• If you have WorkStation Client installed on your system, manually editable annotation fields can be edited using the Agent 
Call Annotation feature – either using a pre-configured button, or free text. For details on WorkStation Client and Agent Call 
Annotation, see the WorkStation Client Quick Question topic:

• Manually editable annotation fields can be edited using the Call Annotation tab in the Media Player in Search & Replay. 
You can enable/disable this feature for each user account – go to Configuration > Management > Users > Create/Edit > 
Permissions > Annotation

• If you re-introduce a NAS previously removed from the system (before new annotation fields were added to the 
recorder), those fields will simply show as “blank” for the recorded communications stored on that NAS.
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During the Sales process, your server options and topologies will have been discussed with your Red Box representative. Once 
your Red Box recording system has been installed, there are very few specific configuration and administration requirements 
related to server topology, other than being aware of your server structure and its implications for storage and administration.

Servers
Your Red Box system can be made up of up to three server “types”:

• Recorder: This is the Red Box recorder and it’s local Callstore. You can have one or more recorders in your system, each 
handling up to 1000 channels, and arranged singularly or in pairs. See “Recorders & Resiliency”.

• Media Server: For multi-recorder systems you can use a Media Server to automatically create a unified database of all 
recorded communications across your Red Box system. See “Media Servers”.

• Application Server: Certain Quantify applications and features can be installed on separate servers in order to handle 
processing requirements and to provide system resilience.

Server topologies are obviously heavily dependent on what communications systems are being recorded, what system 
resilience is required, and what Quantify features are being used. These can range from a “basic” implementation to a more 
complex, fully featured system as illustrated below.

Basic System

Fully Featured

Red Box Recorder

Quantify 
User

NAS

Application Server(s)

Media Server

Parallel/Failover 
Recorder Pair

Parallel/Failover 
Recorder Pair

Telephony
System

NAS

Quantify 
User

Telephony
System

Telephony
System

Telephony
System

Q

Q

Application Server(s)

</>

</>

Switch
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Recorders & Resiliency
Each Red Box Recorder server (physical or virtual) can record up to 1000 channels. You can have one or more recorders in your 
system, arranged singularly or in pairs to provide resilience in case of a system failure.

To view a recorder’s current setup and status, login to the recorder with an administrator account and go to Configuration > 
Status > Recorder Status

Single Standalone Recorder

A “standard” system will often be set up with a single standalone recorder. This type of system has no resilient additional 
recording capability.

Single Standalone
Red Box Recorder

Telephony
System

NAS
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Multiple Standalone Recorders

This system provides multiple standalone recorders, so while there’s still no resilience, the recording capacity of the system is 
increased. Also, to avoid having to log in to separate recorders to locate recorded communications, you can use an optional 
Media Server providing access to a unified database – see “Media Servers”.

Multi Standalone

NAS
Standalone Recorders

Telephony
System

Telephony
System

Telephony
System

NAS Media Server

NAS
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Parallel Pair

Two recorders can be configured as a Primary/Secondary Parallel Pair to provide resilience. In this configuration there are two 
identical recorders each recording the same calls and having the same configuration, except one is configured as a Parallel 
Primary and the other as a Parallel Secondary. In the event of a critical error (failure) of the Primary recorder, the Secondary 
recorder will trigger into an active state and continue to record without loss of recordings. See “Resiliency” for more information 
on the system failure process.

Note that Parallel Pair recorder configuration is not supported for all telephony integrations.

Failover Pair

Two recorders can be configured as a Failover Pair to provide resilience. In this configuration there are two identical recorders 
with the same configuration, except one is Active (and recording) and the other is in Standby (idle). In the event of a critical error 
(failure) of the Active recorder, the Standby recorder will trigger into an Active state and start to record new communications. 
However, unlike the Parallel Pair configuration, because the Standby recorder was idle before the failure occurred, there may be 
a loss of recordings.  See “Resiliency” for more information on the system failure process.

Note that Failover Pair configuration is not supported for all telephony integrations.

Parallel Pair

NAS

Primary Recorder

Telephony
System

Secondary Recorder

Failover Pair

NAS
Active Recorder

Telephony
System

Standby Recorder
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Resiliency

Parallel Pair and Failover Pair systems provide resiliency by switching from an active to a standby recorder in the event of a 
system failure that prevents the current active recorder from continuing to record communications (for example, a power 
failure).

The failure and resume process is slightly different between the two systems and illustrated below. 

Parallel Pair

To resume Standby mode on a Secondary Recorder, login to the recorder with an administrator account, go to Configuration > 
Maintenance > Recorder and click Resume Standby. You will be prompted to apply any configuration changes made while the 
Secondary Recorder was in Active mode:

• Copy from Primary to Secondary: Select this option if permanent configuration changes have been made to the Primary, and/
or temporary changes on the Secondary.

• Copy from Secondary to Primary: Select this option if permanent configuration changes have been made to the Secondary, 
and/or temporary changes on the Primary.

Note that the configuration changes are limited to channel and user configuration — any network or infrastructure changes will 
need to be updated manually.

Primary Recorder

Active Recorder
Recording communications, 
storing and archiving data.

Secondary Recorder

Standby Recorder
Recording communications, locally storing 
minimum last 24hrs only (configurable)*.

Primary Recorder Failure! Promoted to Active Recorder
Last 24hrs recorded communications archived *.
Continues to record communications, 
and store & archive new data.

Primary Recorder Online! Manually set to “Resume Standby” 
(see below).

Promoted to Active Recorder Demoted to Standby Recorder.

Normal 
Operation

Primary 
Failure

Primary 
Resume

Primary 
Online

Parallel Pair 
Process

* The “overlap” time period is con�gurable (at install). Due to system con�guration and operation, the overlap period should
not be regarded as an “exact overlap” period, but instead will be a “minimum overlap” period.    
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Failover Pair

Unlike a Parallel Pair, a Failover Pair doesn’t require any manual intervention to switch recorders back to the original 
configuration. A newly active recorder simply remains as the active recorder with the other recorder being demoted to standby.

Recorder A

Active Recorder
Recording communications, 
storing and archiving data.

Recorder B

Standby Recorder
Recorder B is in an idle state, 
monitoring Recorder A only.

Recorder A Failure!
Any communications data 
currently being recorded 
is lost.

Promoted to Active Recorder.
Starts to record new communications, 
and store & archive new data.

Recorder A comes back online.
Demoted to Standby Recorder. Recorder B remains as Active Recorder.

Normal 
Operation

Recorder A 
Failure

Recorder A 
Online

Failover Pair 
Process
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Disaster Recovery

As you can see, the configuration and resiliency options provide a very flexible system, especially with resiliency in mind. 
Recorders can be configured to back-up to a number of storage locations simultaneously, which lends itself to support a dual 
data centre or disaster recovery model. In the example below, calls are primarily recorded in Data Centre 1 but these calls are 
backed up to the SAN/NAS in both data centres. This means that the Media Server in each data centre is identical. In the event 
that Data Centre 1 fails, recording will continue within Data Centre 2 and users will access the secondary Media Server with zero 
fail over time.

NAS

Media Server

Primary Recorder

Data Centre 1

NAS

Media Server

Secondary Recorder

Data Centre 2

Telephony
System

Quantify 
Users

Q

LAN/WAN
Site
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Media Servers
For multi-recorder systems a Media Server can be used to automatically create a unified database of all recorded 
communications across your Red Box system. You can then login to the Media Server and use Search & Replay to find and replay 
your recorded communications, no matter what recorder was used to actually record them.

As communications are recorded they’re written to files in the recorder and archived to NAS (NAS must be present to use a 
Media Server). The Media Server is configured with the locations of the various recorders and NAS devices and will inspect 
their incremental database records to create a unified database of all recorded communications across the system.

Note that archiving of recorded communications to NAS is either performed soon after recording, or at a 
scheduled time (depending on how the recorder is configured by the System Administrator). Therefore, 
depending on your storage and archiving configuration, a Media Server is likely to be “out of sync” 
with recorder database records. 

The Media Server is also a non-critical component within the recording system. It only 
holds a copy of the database derived from the communications it has access to from the 
recorders and associated NAS, and therefore in the event of a failure of the Media Server 
the recording system is not prevented from continuing to record. 

A Red Box Media Server is capable of retrieving recorded communications from up to 
100 different NAS locations. However, to live acquire calls across a multi-recorder system 
requires a Centralised Live Acquire service (covered in a separate Quick Question topic).

Media Server

NAS
Standalone Recorders

Telephony
System

Telephony
System

Telephony
System

NAS Media Server

Quantify 
User

Q

NAS
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This topic details the administrator features for “standard” CallSafe and for the optional “enhanced” CallSafe (provided in 
Quantify 5A and above). If you’re not sure which version is implemented in your system, just look in the Search & Replay app and 
if you have more than two CallSafe buttons, then you have the enhanced version.

Note that for general CallSafe information, please see the “Quantify User Guide“.

Standard CallSafe – Set Up & Enable
To set up the CallSafe feature on the recorder, just apply a CallSafe license and create a CallSafe NAS – this may already have 
been done for you. To enable CallSafe Users, simply enable access in user accounts.

To set up CallSafe:

1. Login to Quantify with an administrator account and go to Configuration > Setup > Licensing – check/apply the CallSafe 
license as needed:

• Check the CallSafe item under the Recorder licenses. 

• If you need to apply a new license code, enter the code in the New License Code field and click Update to apply the 
license. Note that once you’ve enabled CallSafe via a new license, you’ll need to restart the recorder.

2. Create a NAS Archive dedicated to CallSafe tagged recordings. Go to Configuration > Management > Network Storage > 
Add Network Storage – set Mode to Network Archive and select Callsafe from the filter menu. For more information on 
creating a NAS, see "Add Network Storage - Archive". Once you’ve created a CallSafe NAS, all locked recordings will be 
transferred to that NAS.

To enable CallSafe:

1. Login to Quantify with an administrator account (User Management permissions) 
and go to Configuration > Management > Users. 

2. Highlight a user and click the Edit button to update their permissions as needed.

3. In the Permissions panel, tick the Callsafe option.

You can enable as many CallSafe users as needed. However, we recommend that you 
limit access to CallSafe to help prevent potential errors and misuse. 

4. When you’re done, click the Update button to save your changes. Note that the 
change will be applied when the user next logs in to Quantify.
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Enhanced CallSafe
The optional set of “enhanced” CallSafe features provided in Quantify 5A and above, expands the CallSafe feature set to allow 
multiple locks, bulk locks, and automatic locks, as well as distinguishing between CallSafe Users and CallSafe Administrators.

Note that the NAS provisioning and additional install required for Enhanced CallSafe will be performed by your Red Box 
Installation Engineer (or partner equivalent).

Users & Administrators

A CallSafe user can:

• Apply a lock to any recording, including those already locked.

• See the  Lock flag for any locked recording, including recordings locked by any other CallSafe user. 

• View, search, and control their own CallSafe tags. 

• Unlock any recording that was locked by them.

A CallSafe administrator also has visibility and control of all CallSafe locks and tags, from all CallSafe users and administrators:

Locks

A CallSafe user and administrator can apply locks in a few ways: 

• Standard Lock – used to lock one or more recordings highlighted in the Search & Replay Results panel. 

• Bulk (Ad Hoc) Locks – used to lock multiple recordings at the same time (based on search criteria)

• Automatic (Ongoing) Locks – used to lock a set of recordings (based on search criteria) and then automatically apply the 
lock to all future recordings (matching the same search criteria).

Note that Special Locks are only available in Search & Replay – Live Acquire only provides standard lock and unlock features.

For details on how to lock and unlock recordings, and how to edit, search, and view locks, please see the “Quantify User Guide“.
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Enable CallSafe

To enable CallSafe Users and Administrators, simply enable access in user accounts.

To enable CallSafe:

1. Login to Quantify with an administrator account (User Management permissions) and 
go to Configuration > Management > Users. 

2. Highlight a user and click the Edit button to update their permissions as needed.

• To enable a CallSafe User, simply tick the Callsafe field in the Permissions panel.

• To enable a CallSafe Administrator, tick the System configuration and Callsafe fields in 
the Permissions panel. 

• You can enable as many CallSafe Users and Administrators as needed. However, we 
recommend that you limit access (especially CallSafe Administrators) to help prevent 
potential errors and misuse. 

3. When you’re done, click the Update button to save your changes. Note that the change 
will be applied when the user next logs in to Quantify.

Considerations
• Once a recorded communication has been locked using CallSafe, this prevents all automatic delete actions 

(e.g. Aged Call Delete), or manual delete (Call Delete) actions.

• CallSafe is used to lock/unlock recorded communications within the recording system. That 
is, all data that the recorder has access to. Therefore, any data that has been exported (e.g. 
exported to WAV), or any recorded communications stored on media that have been 
removed from the recording system (e.g. NAS or DVD), can’t be accessed or modified.

• CallSafe makes use of a dedicated CallSafe NAS (all locked recordings are transferred 
to the CallSafe NAS). This NAS should be provisioned and monitored in the same 
way as any other call storage medium to prevent storage issues, and prevent any 
additional impact on CallSafe operation.

• If you don’t have CallSafe enabled on your system, please contact your Red Box 
representative for details.
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General Information
In the event of an uncontrolled recorder shutdown, such as a power failure, your Red Box recorder will automatically perform a 
database rebuild as part of its recovery process. Depending on the size of your recorded data, this rebuild can take some time 
and result in an interruption of recording service. 

From Quantify Version 4B, the database recovery and rebuild processes have had a significant performance enhancement. This 
topic provides guidance on the options available, and the associated considerations. 

In most circumstances, your Red Box Installation Engineer will perform all the associated setup, installation, and configuration 
tasks associated with the database rebuild options. However, we recommend that you understand the database recovery and 
rebuild processes to help you manage your systems.

Recovery & Rebuild
As mentioned above, from Quantify Version 4B the database recovery and rebuild processes have been enhanced:

Transaction Processing: This core process is used automatically by your recorder and requires no intervention by a system 
administrator. The benefit however is that the database rebuild time is reduced by around 80% – so, as an example, a large 
database rebuild that would have taken 24 hours will now take just 4 hours.

Transaction Logging: This additional option retains a temporary log of database “transactions”. The benefit is that in the event 
of an uncontrolled recorder shutdown the database rebuild time on recorder restart is zero, which means there’s a minimal 
interruption of recording service.

Transaction Processing and Transaction Logging are supported for all data locations – local Callstore, NAS Callstore Extension, 
NAS Archive, and removable archive media (DVD). 

Local
Callstore

Red Box Recorder

NAS 
Archive

NAS Callstore
Extension

Version 4A or Earlier

All Data Locations
Supported

Database Transaction Speed

Database Recovery Speed

Full database rebuild needed
on recovery.

Version 4B or Later
Transaction Logging

Red Box Recorder

Database Transaction Speed

Database Recovery Speed

No database rebuild required.

Version 4B or Later
Transaction Processing

Red Box Recorder

Database Transaction Speed

Database Recovery Speed

Enhanced database rebuild process.

80% reduction in recovery time.

DVD

Removable 
Archive
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Considerations
While Transaction Processing and Transaction Logging offer an enhanced feature set for data recovery, you should be aware of 
the following considerations. You may wish to discuss these further with your Red Box Installation Engineer, who can provide 
additional advice.

Performance

Transaction Processing has a minimal impact on recorder performance and you probably won’t notice any difference. However, 
Transaction Logging does have an impact due to the additional processing required to maintain the temporary logs. You will 
therefore need to discuss this further with your Red Box Installation Engineer to ensure your server specification is of a high 
enough standard to handle the Transaction Logging load on top of normal recorder use.

Upgrade, Downgrade, and Sharing

Once a recorder has been upgraded to Version 4B or above, there is no downgrade path to 4A or lower. In part, this is due to the 
implementation of Transaction Processing. You also need to consider any storage “shared” across a multi-recorder system:

• Any NAS device “shared” across a multi-recorder system is fully compatible across recorder versions.

• For removable archive media (DVD) created using a 4B recorder (or above), the media will only be accessible to 4B recorders 
(or above) due to media format changes.

https://www.redboxvoice.com
mailto:info%40redboxvoice.com?subject=
https://twitter.com/redboxvoice
https://www.facebook.com/redboxvoice
https://www.linkedin.com/company/red-box-voice
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_Z7j15zwvKIGMOqFJz5ubA
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How Do I Manage 
Licenses

The Red Box software is designed to provide flexible licensing options for individual applications and features. This topic 
covers all licensing options, but for “call storage” you can focus on Recorder Licenses.

Check & Apply Licenses

To check and apply licenses:

1. Login to Quantify with an administrator account (System Configuration permissions) and go to Configuration > Setup > 
Licensing. From here you can check your current licenses. 

To view “Time Limited” licenses, click the Timed Licenses button. 

See “License Types” for more details on the licenses available.

2. If you have a new license code, enter the code in the New License Code field and click Update to apply the license.

For some license types you will need to restart the recorder to apply the license (see “License Types” and “Recorder 
Restart”).

If you need to purchase a new license, or need to be advised of an existing license code, please contact your dealer or 
Red Box.

* Screen layout modified for display purposes.
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License Types
Use the following tables to review the license types available from Red Box. If a recorder restart is required to fully apply the 
license, see “Recorder Restart”.

Recorder Licenses

General licenses that apply directly to the recorder.  

License Description Restart 
Required?

Number of Archive 
Devices

Maximum number of removable archives (DVD and Tape). Note that a dual drive system counts as 
two archive devices.

Y

Max Number of PP’s Maximum number of Protocol Processor (PP) licenses. This refers to the total number of integration 
types licensed on the recorder and can refer to a telephony type (e.g. Cisco, Avaya, Mitel), 
trader turret type (e.g. BT Unified Trading, Etrali Open Trade), radio type (e.g. Motorola Astro), 
mobile telephony type (e.g. Vodafone, Teleware), PC comms (e.g. Cisco IM, Skype), or PC support 
(WorkStation Client – PCI suppression, agent call annotation, agent record on demand, channel 
naming). See “Protocol Processor (PP) Licenses” for more details.

N

Number of Replay or 
Export Clients

Maximum number of users that can concurrently replay or export recorded communications.  See 
“Replay Licenses” for more details.

N

Number of Record 
Channels

Maximum number of channels (devices) that can be recorded simultaneously — this includes any 
valid “temporary” time limited licenses. See “Record Licenses” and “Time Limited Licenses”.

N

Time Synchronisation Enable time synchronisation (SNTP). Y

Label Printing Enable label printing. This feature is used to create labels for removable archive media — go to 
Configuration > Status > Media.

Y

Network Storage Allow use of Network Storage (NAS) — Callstore Extension or Network Archive. Y

Replay to Phone* Allow calls to be replayed to a phone (selected via the Options menu in Search & Replay). Y

Record on Demand Enable use of agent Record on Demand with WorkStation Client. N

Call Authentication Enable Call Authentication. This enables both the digital signature within the recorder and the Call 
Authentication tab in the Quantify Media Player.

Y

Call Deletion Enable use of the Call Delete feature. Call Delete is usually a restricted feature — access is assigned 
within user account settings.

Y

NAS Compression* Allow use of a NAS Compression server. N

Callsafe Enable use of the Callsafe feature. Callsafe is usually a restricted feature — access is assigned within 
user account settings.

Y

Hosted Display features and options for Quantify Hosted.
Note that once Hosted has been licensed on a recorder, it cannot be “unlicensed”/disabled.

Y

Analytics Enable use of Quantify Insight. Y

* Feature not supported for all communication systems.
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Quantify Licenses

General licenses that apply to the Quantify software suite.

License Description Restart 
Required?

Timeline View Allow use of the Timeline View in Quantify Search & Replay. N

Number of Event 
Reconstruct Clients

Maximum number of concurrent Quantify Event Reconstruct users. N

Number of Event 
Reconstruct 
Concurrent Calls

Maximum number of concurrent communications (voice call, video call, IM, text messages, screen 
recording) that can be used with Event Reconstruct.

N

Number of QM 
Clients

Maximum number of Agents that can be used with Quantify Quality Management (QM). Y

Linked Calls* Enable automatic identification of linked calls (highlighted by the + Linked Calls icon). This feature 
can be customised further by users, via their own Replay Preferences.

N

iQ Page Historic feature. No longer enabled. —

Audio Search Enable Quantify Audio Search — search for spoken words and phrases. Y

UTC Time Stamping Enable UTC Time Stamping (Coordinated Universal Time) of recorded communications. If UTC is not 
enabled, the recorder’s local time is used.
Note that once UTC has been licensed on a recorder, it cannot be “unlicensed”/disabled.

Y

Centralisation Enable Centralised Live Acquire — allow the use of Centralised Live Acquire on a Media Server giving 
“visibility” of all channels across a multi-recorder systems.

Y

Contact Centre Aware 
Monitoring

Enable Contact Centre Aware Monitoring — for multi-recorder systems, allow Monitoring (Quantify 
Live Acquire) to show the status of channels (devices) from all recorders.

N

Replay Authorisation Enable use of the Replay Authorisation feature — request and allow/deny replay. Y

* Feature not supported for all communication systems.
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Protocol Processor (PP) Licenses

Protocol Processor (PP) licenses refer to the integration types licensed on the recorder.

PP Type Description Restart 
Required?

Telephony
Trader Turret
Radio
Mobile Telephony
PC Comms

Integration type(s) licensed on the recorder — license will refer to a telephony type (e.g. Cisco, Avaya, 
Mitel), trader turret type (e.g. BT Unified Trading, Etrali Open Trade), radio type (e.g. Motorola Astro), 
mobile telephony type (e.g. Vodafone, Teleware), or PC comms type (e.g. Cisco IM, Skype). Red Box 
actively supports over 50 integration types — too many to list here.

Y

PC Support WorkStation Client — This is a slightly unique integration type and refers to PC support, covering PCI 
suppression, agent call annotation, agent record on demand, and channel naming. 

Y

Time Limited Licenses

Time Limited Licenses can be used to temporarily enable additional channels on your recorder. This can be useful, for example, 
when trying to satisfy seasonal variations or for evaluation purposes. To view time limited licenses, click Timed Licenses.

License Description Restart 
Required?

Number of Record 
Channels - Time Limited

Defines the number of additional channels (devices) that can be recorded simultaneously, which 
are applied on a “temporary basis” until the defined Expiry Date. 

N

As a time limited license approaches and exceeds the expiry date, this is shown in the Status field. You will also receive 
notifications via events and alarms.
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Monitor & Manage Licenses
In general, licenses require very little attention — simply use Licensing within the Configuration app to monitor and manage 
your licenses, and you will also receive notifications via events and alarms if there are any issues. 

The two most “dynamic” license types are the record licenses (maximum number of channels that can be recorded 
simultaneously) and replay licenses (maximum number of users that can concurrently replay or export recorded 
communications). Issues with these licenses can result in calls not being recorded or users being unable to replay calls, so they 
may need to be monitored a little more closely.

Replay Licenses

A replay license is used whenever a user attempts to replay or export a call using any Quantify application. The license is not 
released until that user performs a logout — that is, they click Logout in Quantify, not just close their browser or the Quantify 
tab. Once the user performs a logout, the replay license is released and becomes available for another user.

With this in mind, it’s advisable to promote a simple login/logout etiquette so that licenses are used and released efficiently. To 
monitor and manage this, go to Configuration > Status > Logged in Users — here you can see the number of logged in users and 
the number of allocated replay licenses. To force a logout, simply click the user’s name — you’ll be asked to confirm the logout.

If you have Quantify Insight installed, you can use the Users status indicator to keep an eye on your replay 
licenses. You can even have alerts sent to you via email so there’s no need to constantly monitor the status for 
issues.

Record Licenses

Similar to a replay license, a record license is used whenever recording is started 
for a channel (device). To see how many devices are being recorded, go to 
Configuration > Status > Recorder Status.

As with replay licenses, if you have Quantify Insight installed, you can use the 
Recording Status indicator to keep an eye on your record licenses. You can even 
have alerts sent to you via email so there’s no need to constantly monitor the 
status for issues.
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Recorder Restart

As indicated in “License Types”, some licenses require a recorder restart before the license is fully applied. Follow the steps below 
to restart your recorder — note that a restart can take a number of minutes and no recording will take place during the restart, 
therefore we recommend this is done outside of normal usage hours.

To restart your recorder:

1. Although not essential, we recommend that you prepare and download config (Configuration) & diag 
(Diagnostics) files before performing a restart:

• Prepare (Create): Go to Configuration > Maintenance and click Prepare Config or Prepare Diagnostic. Enter a 
filename and click the Prepare button to create the file. Note that recorder performance can be affected.

• Download: Go to Configuration > Maintenance > Download Files and select the file to download. Click the 
Empty button to clear the file folder on the recorder.

2. To perform the restart, go to Maintenance > Recorder, select the Restart radio button and then click the Stop 
Recorder button.

Troubleshooting
Troubleshooting licenses is pretty straightforward. If an attempt is made to exceed license restrictions (try to exceed 
number of replay or record licenses, attempt to use an unlicensed feature, etc.) then an appropriate error message 
will be displayed and/or an event/alarm will be raised.

If you enter a new license code within Licensing and you get an error message stating “The license 
code entered was invalid“:

• Firstly, check the license code you’ve been provided with and re-enter the code. Make 
sure you enter the hyphen characters and check for the obvious similarities between 
letter “O” and number “0”, letter “I” number “1”, letter “S” number “5”, etc.

• License codes are associated with an individual Recorder ID — make sure you’re 
using the correct recorder and license “combination”.
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